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Good morning Governor Rendell, Chairman Rafferty, and other colleagues. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify about the importance of transportation 

policy and funding to my small first suburban community in southeastern PA, 

Lansdowne, where I am the town manager. Lansdowne is a small town with 

much to recommend; its access to transit, its Victorian homes, its diversity, and 

its people. But like many of the older communities in Montgomery, Delaware, 

Chester and Bucks County, we are experiencing fiscal and social problems. We 

simply do not have the tools or resources to solve these problems on our own, 

and so, we have begun to work with multiple communities who, with Lansdowne, 

are members of the Southeastern Per~nsylvania First Suburbs Project. The First 

Suburbs Project is an organization of older developed communities that has 

coalesced around a common agenda defining the major issues, especially the 

infrastructure, school funding and housing policies, that have contributed to the 

decline of our communities. At the First Suburbs Project, we know there is 

strength in numbers and we are working together with school boards, 



municipalities, faith, and civic orgar~izations to build our strength to secure the 

policy changes that will attract reinvestment and new vitality to our communities. 

Lansdowne and many other smaller suburban communities and older 

manufacturing towns were built as "street car suburbs" with multiple options for 

transportation. After the development of these places incentive str~~ctures 

became "car centric" and heavily favored expansion into outlying areas. These 

incentives are counterproductive to current policy objectives - such as reduced 

energy consumption and infrastructure cost-efficiency - and yet funding 

allocations continue this trajectory and, in turn artificially reduce the costs of ex- 

urban expansion and place older communities at a distinct and unfair 

disadvantage. 

We believe Act 44, passed in 2007 starts to move transportation policy in the 

right direction by: prioritizing dedicated funding for transit, recognizing the 

irnportance of how transportation investments impact communities and regions, 

and taking a fixit-first approach to road and bridge funding. These key policy 

objectives have begun to guide transportation investments in ways that will 

catalyze urban reinvestment in all of Pennsylvania's older communities and 

lessen the inefficient extension of infrastructure to the outer reaches of 

metropolitan regions. To strengthen the policy further, we urge that transportation 



investments become linked to outcon~es such as economic competitiveness, cost 

efficiency, environmental sustainability, climate change, and social equity. 

However, the money irr~plement these ideas has gone missing. Combined 

funding shortages for state funded transit, roads and bridges are being estimated 

at 3.5 billion dollars. And this does not include funding for local and county roads 

where repair needs are mounting all over the state. It is vital to the future of my 

comrnl-~nity and the others I represent to adopt a corr~prehensive solution to the 

widening gap between the revenue available and what is actually needed to bring 

transportation infrastructure to a state of good repair. We know that the 

economy of southeast PA is vital to the economic health of the Commonwealth. 

These communities are communities of choice for businesses and residents and 

have many assets that make them the best candidates for building the 

sustainable communities of the future. 

Fully funding transit and transportation needs in our "fix-it-first comm~,~nities" will 

help the region's first suburban communities and towns in significant ways: 

It will create more iobs and connect people to economic opportunities. Public 

transportation and fix-it-first road maintenance are significant job generators. 

Corr~n~ur~ities like ours across the nation are now home to 56% of the low and 

moderate income households. Jobs for our residents = better financial and social 



health for our communities. 

It will leverage private sector investments and improve property values. 

According to Reconnect America, demand for housing near transit will increase 

by 65% over the next fifteen years in Southeast PA. We can lay the groundwork 

for our older cities and towns like Lansdowne, Pottstown, Norristown, and 

Jenkintown to capitalize on these trends by investing in high quality t r a n s i t . b  

Lansdowne, we have experienced early evidence of this demand. During the 

econorr~ic downturn, we have observed a revivinq interest in our communities. 

We attribute this to people rethinkinq the value proposition of investing in a more 

compact, transit accessible community where they can live more efficiently and 

with more alternatives for getting where they need to go. 

In tough economic times, as a town manager, believe me I understand the need 

to be very careful about how financial resources are expended, but that doesn't 

mean we should stop investing. There are some investments we simply can't 

afford not to make, and adequate funding for transportation infrastructure is one 

of them. 




